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A blank admin dashboard after updateA blank admin dashboard after update
If none of the admin dashboard widgets are loading following an upgrade to version 7.1, the
problem most likely lies in the database schema.

1. tbltransientdatatbltransientdata table missing

Review your WHMCS MySQL database (using a tool such as phpmyadmin) and look for a table
called tbltransientdata.

If the table does not exist, create it now by executing the following MySQL command:

CREATE TABLE `tbltransientdata` (
`id` int(10) NOT NULL,
`name` varchar(1024) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci NOT NULL,
`data` text COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci NOT NULL,
`expires` int(10) NOT NULL

) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_unicode_ci;

2. Invalid data type in tbladminlogtbladminlog table

If the tbltransientdata table is present and correct in your database, the next thing to check is
the structure of the tbladminlog table. It should look like:

+---------------+----------+------+-----+---------------------+----------------+
| Field         | Type     | Null | Key | Default             | Extra          |
+---------------+----------+------+-----+---------------------+----------------+
| id            | int(10)  | NO   | PRI | NULL                | auto_increment |
| adminusername | text     | NO   |     | NULL                |                |
| logintime     | datetime | NO   |     | 0000-00-00 00:00:00 |                |
| logouttime    | datetime | NO   | MUL | 0000-00-00 00:00:00 |                |
| ipaddress     | text     | NO   |     | NULL                |                |
| sessionid     | text     | NO   |     | NULL                |                |
| lastvisit     | datetime | NO   |     | 0000-00-00 00:00:00 |                |
+---------------+----------+------+-----+---------------------+----------------+

Any discrepancies, such as the logintime, logouttime or lastvisit fields having a texttext data type
instead of a datetimedatetime data type could cause this problem.

Correcting the table schema to match the above will resolve the matter.
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Stripe module not working after updatingStripe module not working after updating
When troubleshooting payment issues, always begin by navigating to Billing > Gateway LogBilling > Gateway Log

Look at the Result and Debug Data columns.

No Stripe Details Found for UpdateNo Stripe Details Found for Update
This may also present itself as Remote Transaction Failure. Please Contact Support.

Causes of this error are:

• A hook file present in /includes/hooks/stripe.php. This file should be removed when
switching to the Official Stripe module.

• Template customisations present in your active order form template files. Switch to the
stock Six and standard_cart templates temporarily and try again.
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• The payment method is set to a module other than Stripe. There are two solutions:
1. Change the client's Payment Method setting to the Stripe module. This is done

under the client's ProfileProfile tab,
2. Make Stripe the system default payment gateway. This done by using the

green arrows on the Setup > Payments > Payment Gateways > ManageSetup > Payments > Payment Gateways > Manage
Existing Gateways tabExisting Gateways tab to move Stripe to the top of the page.
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How to resolve an HTTP 500 error after updateHow to resolve an HTTP 500 error after update
A blank page or HTTP 500 Internal Server error after updating indicates that a PHP fatal error is
occurring.

This can be caused by an incompatible module/customisation, missing or corrupted file, or
server incompatibility with the new version.

To diagnose the exact cause, error display needs to be enabled.

Enabling Error DisplayEnabling Error Display
If you can access the admin area, login and navigate to Setup > General Settings.

Select the Other tab, scroll to the bottom of the page, and check the Display Errors box. Then
hit Save.

Now re-perform the steps you previously took to generate a blank page. This time instead of a
blank page you should see an error message indicating what is causing the issue
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Enabling Error Display when the admin area is inaccessibleEnabling Error Display when the admin area is inaccessible
When the admin area cannot be accessed, you can enable error display by editing the
configuration.php file located in the WHMCS root directory.

To do this, open the configuration.php file and add the following line as shown below:

Now re-perform the steps you previously took to generate a blank page. This time instead of a
blank page you should see an error message indicating what is causing the issue
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Identifying a problematic hookIdentifying a problematic hook
You suspect that a custom module, addon or hook might be causing a problem for your
installation.

Here's how you go about finding which one is causing the issue.

Disable all hook filesDisable all hook files
The first step is to temporarily disable all the hook files from your system.

To do this, connect to your site using FTP or SSH and navigate to the /includes/hooks/ directory.

Create a folder called excluded_hooks and move all of your hook files into it. This will prevent
them from loading.

Verify the issue you are trying to resolve in your installation is resolved.

Now to identify which hook is causing the problem, navigate into the directory you just created
and move the hook files back to the /includes/hooks/ folder one at a time.
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After moving each hook back, verify if the issue has returned.

When the issue does return, the last hook file you returned to the /includes/hooks/ directory is
the cause of the issue.

You should continue to debug that hook or contact the vendor of it if from a third party.
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Automatic Update FailedAutomatic Update Failed
You attempted to perform an automatic update but it failed and showed an error message such
as the one below.

Identify the errorIdentify the error
The output here can at first seem overwhelming, but fear not. The only bit you need to be
interested in is the error message immediately following the [RuntimeException] label
(highlighted below).

In our case here, the error is saying a directory didn't exist and couldn't be created - this is a
permissions related error.

Common errors and their resolutionsCommon errors and their resolutions
The following are the most common causes of automatic update failures and their solutions.

Permissions related issuesPermissions related issues

By far the most common issue for automatic updates is lack of permissions.

A permissions error can be indicated by any of the following error messages:

• [RuntimeException] /path/to/directory does not exist and could not be created
• [RuntimeException] Could not delete /path/to/file.php
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• [ErrorException] mkdir(): Permission denied
• [WHMCS\Exception] Unable to copy /path/to/file.php to /path/to/file.php.

All of the above indicate that there is a permissions issue preventing the WHMCS Automatic
Update application from being able to write to or delete files from the WHMCS directory.

For automatic updates to be successful, the web user under which the WHMCS application is
running must have full read and write access to the WHMCS installation directory.

Other common errors and problemsOther common errors and problems

Error MessageError Message SolutionSolution

[ErrorException] ZipArchive::extractTo(/path/
to/file.php): failed to open stream: Disk quota
exceeded update

This indicates that you have exceeded the
available disk space for your web hosting
account. Increase the disk space allowance
and then try again.

[ErrorException] chmod() has been disabled
for security reasons

This indicates the chmod() PHP function is in
the disable_functions list of the PHP
configuration.
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